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Logline:
Following his father's death, a young engineer-physicist creates a time machine to go back in
time and save his father's life, what will lead to irreversible changes in the future.

Synopsys/Summary:
The short film “Back.” shows the mid-21st century, in which a young research engineer
Arlan creates his biggest project ever - The Time Machine. He starts a video-diary to record
his progress towards his life-saving mission: returning to the past and detecting his father’s
cancer. Just as he completes the mission, the time machine breaks down and it takes him
years for repair. Unfortunately, it is not the only problem he faces. The changes he makes in
the past create a butterfly effect that deprives him of his other closest one. Now, he has to
make a choice: past or present? What will he choose?

Bio:
My name is Kudabay Sultanbek. My father called me that so he wanted me to be king of
kings. I was born on the 3rd of April 2000 in the city of Aktau, Kazakhstan. We’re family of
three and I’m the only child of my parents.
In 2006, I went to the specialized physics and mathematics school.
In 2012, in order to get a quality education, I entered Aktau Kazakh-Turkish Lyceum, and
graduated with excellent grades in 2017.
After school, I won the governor’s scholarship for gifted youth to study in one of the most
prestigious universities in the country - “KAZGUU University”, where I currently study at
the law school. Recently, after implementing numerous creative projects I was appointed the
coordinator of the college media center and I’m sure that it is just the beginning.
Christopher Nolan is the one who inspired me to make films.
Description of the format:
The project is a short film. The film is to be unfold on a computer screen. Every scene and
action will be shown in main character’s video-diary that he records throughout the movie. In
one word, the video-diary is whole film.
An approximate budget:
An approximate budget should be 1500-2000$. It depends on some important factors as the
short film is science fiction. A time machine in the shape of capsule is needed, where main
character uses computer with a webcam. Also, an old well-known actor should be invited for
a leading role.

Any other relevant elements:
The story is based on the idea of my friend – Daden Suierov.
A guest actor – Erbolat Toguzakov.

English level:
All contestants know intermediate level English. Main contestant’s level is B2.

